This paper proposes an optimal path planning method for the multiple automated guided vehicle (AGV) system based on two-staged scheduling; at the offline scheduling stage, high degree of genetic algorithm is used for the optimal obstacle avoidance path planning of AGV under the static environment, which cannot only solve the premature convergence of genetic algorithm, but also the obstacle avoidance of AGV path planning. Online scheduling stage mainly refers to test the node conflict, opposite conflict and pursuit conflict between AGV and these conflicts are solved to achieve online collision avoidance scheduling for AGV. Finally, the paper uses the secondary developed openTCS for algorithm simulation. The processing methods when all kinds of conflicts occur are simulated in the multi-AGV systems, and the results show that the method is effective and reliable for the path planning of multi-AGV systems.
Introduction
With the rapid development of intelligent logistics and automation technology, AGV has been widely used as the core equipment of modern logistics system. Path planning problem as one of the most basic and worthy studying problem is getting more and more attention from scholars [1, 4, 9] . Good operation path can guarantee the overall coordination and improve the flexibility and efficiency of the system. For the optimal path of the multi-AGV system, it not only needs to satisfy the shortest distance and least time cost, but also needs to solve the interaction and information sharing among the multi-AGV to avoid collision and dead-lock. Therefore, the modern mathematical methods and computer technology is used to solve the optimization scheduling solution fast is an important issue researched by experts at home and abroad [12] . Aiming at this problem, many kinds of algorithms have been proposed. For example, H. Fazlollahtabar et al. [3] proposed a new idea to solve the collision and deadlock in the multi-AGV systems based on deadlock turning point. Liu J et al. [6] used the scheduling method based on two-stage flow to plan the path of the AGV systems; the harmony of each AGV movement in the AGV system is improved. I. Draganjac et al. [2] used step control algorithm by considering the nonholonomic constraints to determine the shortest possible path for the AGV system. T. Xia et al. [13] used the improved ant colony algorithm to establish path scheduling and conflict resolution model for solving the simple conflict in the AGV system. H. Y. Zhang [14] researched the distributed multi-AGV path planning and avoidance collision of the petri nets systematically. In addition, the research method of multi-AGV system path planning also has neurohumoral coordination method [7] and genetic algorithm [8] .
This article uses the two-stage scheduling for AGV system path planning. High fitness genetic algorithm is used at the offline scheduling stage to make the optimal obstacle avoidance path planning on AGV under the static environment [15] . The online scheduling stage mainly achieves the online collision avoidance scheduling of AGV through testing three typical conflicts between AGV and solving them. Then, the secondary developed openTCS is used for algorithm simulation and the processing method of all kinds of conflicts in the multi-AGV system is simulated. The simulation results show that the algorithm on path planning of multiple AGV systems is effective and reliable.
Modelling for multiple AGV system path planning
With the research on multi-AGV system scheduling [5, 10, 11] , the task scheduling of multi-AGV system can be described as follows. There are many sets of AGV, multiple demand sites, multiple feasible transportation paths and multiple goods supplement sites in an intelligent logistics system, which need to establish a certain correlation between tasks and AGV. On the premise of satisfying the specified conditions, an optimal path meeting the objective function is selected from the multiple paths to avoid collision and prevent deadlock in the process of running; the task is completed smoothly. Fig.1 is a simple plan of a multi-AGV system performing tasks. In Fig.1 , there are three-AGV performing tasks in the network at the same time, and there are six distribution centers (DC) for goods provision to each AGV. Under the unified scheduling of the upper control system, AGV completes their tasks based on task orders. The upper control system needs to plan an optimal path for each AGV in the process of scheduling, and make real-time computation for determining whether there is more than one AGV appearing at the same time and place. If there is, collision between AGV would happen and the upper control system would need reasonable process. Presently, there are two main categories of algorithms aiming at multi-AGV system path planning, which is offline task scheduling and online task scheduling. 
Types of conflicts in the multi-AGV system
In the multi-AGV system, according to the different running status when AGV encounters, the conflict is mainly divided into node conflict, pursuit conflict and violent conflict.
(1) Node conflict As shown in Figure 2 , AGV1 and AGV2 with two different running directions would reach node A in the same road network. If the running status of one of them is not changed, the collision would happen at node A, which is called node conflict.
(2) Pursuit conflict As shown in Fig.3 , AGV1 and AGV2 with the same direction would have collision in somewhere of the road network due to different running speed, which is called pursuit conflict. 
Off-line task scheduling
An off-line task scheduling refers to the scheduling method under the condition of all known task requirements of AGV and the surrounding environment; the running route of AGV is calculated through optimization algorithm before it performs tasks. There are only static obstacles in the running environment of AGV to the off-line scheduling, and the position coordinates of the obstacles are known. There is multi-AGV in the running status at the same time. The scheduling purpose is to make each AGV no collision under the premise of tasks implementation, and find an optimal path meeting the objective function from starting point to destination for each AGV. The adaptability of off-line task scheduling on the environment is weak; generally, any subtle environmental changes are likely to result in the unavailability for the entire system, which leads to the leak of flexibility of AGV running. Therefore, off-line task scheduling method does not have good generality, but has simple operation process relatively without considering the impact effect of some random factors on the system.
On-line task scheduling
Because the effects of production rhythm, task priority, whether goods in a distribution center are full and the running status of AGV, such as electricity and its failure exist in an intelligent logistics system, which leads to the running environment of AGV as a dynamic and unknown environment. The speed and direction of multi-AGV are real-time change in the process of running. Then, the AGV needs its sensor for on-line real-time map scanning on the surrounding environment to detect whether obstacles exist in the scanning radius, and the position, size and shape of the obstacles. In which, the obstacles include static obstacles and other AGV in the running state. The planning of AGV path in the dynamic environment is called on-line task scheduling.
On-line task scheduling is a dynamic path planning without prior map creation and based on sensors. Sensors are used for local path planning to avoid obstacles and prevent collisions between AGV; a series of continuous local path planning form the global path planning of AGV.
Two-stage scheduling strategy
The basic principle is to use off-line task scheduling to generate the off-line path for AGV, and then use on-line task scheduling policy for real-time path planning in the dynamic environment. The off-line scheduling stage is to generate the optimal path from each node to all other nodes under the static environment. This step can use the high fitness genetic algorithm put forward for path planning [15] . Finally, each path is stored in the form of linked-list to form path library; its purpose is to provide alternative paths for on-line task scheduling and reduce the computation of on-line task scheduling. When the upper control system issues detailed transportation tasks, a non-collision optimization path is planned through the linked-list in the path library and status information for each AGV. The operation flow chart is shown in Figure 5 . . Therefore, the off-line task scheduling problem can be converted to how to avoid static obstacles and make AGV run to the next node smoothly. Aiming at the problem, the AGV obstacle avoidance function can be added based on the path planning of high fitness genetic algorithm.
In the off-line task scheduling, the first important problem is the establishment of road network model in the static environment with obstacles; a common road map includes the tangent graph and Voronoi diagram. The tangent graph uses the contour of obstacles to represent the path sections of AGV running; it is more inclined to make AGV run in the nodes closely to the obstacles. The model of Voronoi diagram is simple, intuitive and has high running precision for AGV. Running outside the range accuracy may cause collision between AGV and obstacles. In contrast, Voronoi diagram is the road network model which can guarantee AGV collisionless running; it uses the edge of the obstacles as far as possible to represent the path sections of AGV. The detailed scheme is that the contour edge of obstacles is extended outward to a certain distance to form a new contour as the sage path of AGV. Generally, the distance extended outward should be no less than the maximum contour size of AGV. Figure 6 and Figure 7 are the AGV running diagrams with obstacles using the tangent graph and Voronoi diagram for establishment. The article uses the Voronoi diagram to establish the road model in the static environment, assuming the obstacle information in the road network is shown in Fig.8 . Among them, the initial coordinate of AGV is (0, 0), the destination coordinate is (98, 90).
In the process of road network modeling, the midpoint between the vertical from the vertex of obstacles to the map edge and the vertex of each obstacle is taken as the node of AGV running road network. In the process of determining the vertical from the vertex of obstacles to the map edge, it needs to guarantee the disjoint of verticals and the vertical cannot thread the obstacles. In addition, the line should not thread the obstacles in the process of connecting the vertex of obstacles. The resulted points are shown in Fig.9 . The road network model of AGV can be obtained through the connection of each point, as shown in Figure 10 . Fig.11 is the road network node extracted after the simplified processing. ① is the starting point and ○ 26 is the ending point; the value on the side of the path is the distance between the two nodes. The optimal path of AGV in Fig.11 uses the optimal path planning algorithm based on high fitness genetic algorithm to obtain [15] .
Modelling of on-line scheduling task for AGV

On-line task scheduling strategy of AGV
On-line task scheduling is the core part of multi-AGV path planning and also the supplement and extension on off-line task scheduling. The basic thought of the off-line task scheduling used in this paper is on the basis of time window to combine the online information of off-line path library and AGV sensors. According to the priority level of AGV, parking and waiting, speed change and path change are used for conflict solve. Meanwhile, make path planning on the multi-AGV and the conflict-free and optimal path of each AGV is computed. The following assumptions in the online scheduling strategy of multi-AGV system are made: (1) The path is a one-way street; each path only allows an AGV to run at the same time. At the same node of the road network, only an AGV is allowed to turn at the same time.
(2) The process of speed adjustment on AGV (speed up, slow down or parking) is instantaneous. (3) Before each task, AGV should be ensured to have enough power to maintain its execution; it should not lead to midway parking for power shortage (other parking by accident is not in the scope of this article). (4) Each AGV can only carry out a task. (5) Before each task, the priority of the task has been set artificially, the earlier of the task and the higher of the priority level.
AGV path information tables with time window
The following would mainly discuss the AGV path information tables with time window, which is the information table of time segment of each AGV running on the planning path section. Take the time of system startup as zero time 00:00:00, and the time AGV reaches each node can be determined by the following type
where, n is the number of node in the road network; 0 t is the time the upper computer assigned to AGV; i t is the time AGV reaches each node; agv v is the speed of AGV running.
In terms of the AGV road network running shown in Fig.12 , assuming under the scheduling of upper computer, AGV1 needs to run from ② to ⑮, the optimal path planned is ②→③→⑤→⑦→⑫→⑮. AGV2 needs to run from ① to ⑮, the optimal path planned is ①→④→⑤→⑦→⑫→⑮. The public section ⑤→⑦→⑫→⑮ is the section the collision of AGV would happen. The speed of AGV1 is , and AGV2 would reach the other nodes earlier than AGV2.
AGV detection and solution for the types of AGV conflict
Due to no consideration for the influence of other AGVs on the system dynamic in the off-line scheduling stage, the conflict between AGV would happen clearly in actual operation. In the process of path planning, the key is to deal with node conflict, pursuit conflict and opposite conflict. The type with possible conflict between AGV should be considered first before dealing with these conflicts. In the multi-AGV system, conflict detection mainly tests whether there is an intersection between time and space on the execution path of AGV; that is, if there are many sets of AGV at the same path node at the same time, the collision can be judged. The conflict type can be judged according to the running direction, speed and their respective path information table of AGV.
For node conflict, check whether the arrival time of each AGV at the same node on the road network is consistent according to the path information; if so, the node conflict would happen. Priority comparison can be used for node conflict. When AGV with low priority is close to the conflict node, it would reduce the speed or park to let AGV with high priority go first. The AGV with speed change needs real-time update of path information table.
For pursuit conflict, the node chains with continuous and same nodes are chosen from all AGV paths. These sections composed by the nodes are the possible sections with conflicts. For instance, in Table 1 , the same node chain of AGV1 and AGV2 is ⑤→⑦→⑫→⑮, which is the section with possible pursuit conflict. The time value of AGV reaching these nodes after the same path chain selection is compared. From the first node to the next node in the same path chain, the operation results between AGV have first going and arrival, late going and arrival, first going and late arrival, late going and first arrival; for the latter two situations, the pursuit conflict would occur between AGV. For pursuit conflict, the collision between the two AGVs can be avoided by improving the speed of the former AGV or reducing the speed of the latter AGV.
For opposite conflict, AGV with opposite moving directions at the same section in the path information table and the node number of the path section should be found. For example, there is ⑧→⑨ in the planned path for AGV1, there is ⑨→ ⑧ in the planned section for AGV2. The arrival time of AGV1 at ⑨ and the starting time of AGV2 at ⑨ are compared; if AGV2 sets out before AGV1 arrives the node ⑨, the opposite conflict would occur. Path planning again and time window backwards can be used to solve opposite conflict, but both strategies can cause new path conflict and need many computations to achieve the optimal path.
Simulation for multi-AGV system scheduling
The main purpose of the simulation experiment is based on the scheduling of the paper to validate whether multi-AGV system can move normally, and whether scheduling algorithm can solve the problem of the three typical collisions between AGV. Due to the complexity of multi-AGV system simulation, openTCS after the secondary development is used for simulation.
Establishment of AGV road network using openTCS
OpenTCS is developed by Fraunhofer Institute in France using Java. It is a platform with an independent open source traffic control system, mainly utilized for scheduling automatic guided vehicles (AGV), and uses an abstract kernel to implement the algorithm and scheduling strategy. In addition, the system also provides some realizable interfaces for developers to add their own algorithm ideas in the process of scheduling on AGV. Figure 13 is the network diagram for this simulation. The network chart is made up of 33 road network node (Point), 10 AGV work site (Working station), 4 (Goods in), a 3 Point loading unloading Point (Goods out), three charging sites (Recharge) and three sets of AGV. The road network of paths between nodes is as shown. Each road section AGV speed initialization value is 1.0 / v m s  . The work properties for AGV at work site is Unload cargo and Load cargo; the work property for AGV at charging sites work is Recharge, the work property for AGV at load site is Load cargo, and work property for AG at Unload site is Unload cargo. The task is from AGV01 to target site Working station-03 to implement Unload cargo; the system generates a planning path automatically. 
AGV Node
The scheduling defects of openTCS on multi-AGV
The continuous scheduling on one or multiple tasks for a single AGV can be implemented through the above process. However, for multi-AGV systems, which need to handle the conflicts in the operation of multi-AGV at the same time, these processing methods are determined by the algorithm designers according to the requirements of their own; openTCS cannot do this. For example, in the road network model of Fig.13 , assume there are three scheduling tasks as shown in Table 2 . The operation speed of AGV is the same, and the three tasks are started at the same time. The conflict between AGV can be found in the process of scheduling. Nevertheless, openTCS cannot solve the conflict and the system would be stuck, as shown in Fig.14 . In order to solve the above problems, the article uses related interface in the openTCS or inherit the online scheduling method of the relative class added in section 5. These methods can determine the types of AGV in the multi-AGV system and provide solutions when AGV encounters the conflict.
The simulation results of the secondary developed openTCS to multi-AGV scheduling
The detections and solutions on the types of conflict in the multi-AGV system in the above are introduced into the openTCS; the same task order again is used to make scheduling on AGV01, AGV02 and AGV03. The system would display the AGV Item conflict information and solutions after tasks distribution. Fig.15 shows the node conflict between AGV02 and AGV03, and the solution is speed adjustment. The system would check the conflict after the speed of AGV03 is adjusted to 0.5m/s. As shown in Fig.16 , the node conflict of AGV02 and AGV03 does not exist anymore. After the solution of node conflict, the system operates normally until the opposite conflict occurring of AGV01 and AGV02. The conflict information is shown in Fig.17 , and the solution is path planning again. Path planning once more makes the path of road network node P09 to P10 occurring opposite conflict be inaccessible; that is, the path from P09 to P10 is blocked, and then, AGV can only run from P10 to P09. Then, a new conflict appears in the system. There is a node conflict between AGV01 and AGV03, and the solution is AGV01 path planning once more. The conflicted path is blocked from P03 to P04 and the path in this direction is inaccessible. After the path planning of AGV01, there is no conflict information. The path map planned again is shown in Fig.18 ; the system operates normally with a smooth process. Finally, the three AGV reaches their intended destination successfully, as shown in Figure 19 . 
Conclusions
This paper proposes an optimal route planning method of multi-AGV system based on two-stage scheduling control strategy; that is, in the offline scheduling phase, high fitness genetic algorithm is used for the optimal obstacle avoidance path planning of AGV under the static environment. It cannot only solve the premature convergence of the genetic algorithm, but also the obstacle avoidance of AGV path planning. The on-line scheduling phase achieves the on-line obstacle avoidance scheduling of AGV mainly through detecting the three typical types of conflicts between AGV and solving these conflicts. Finally, the secondary developed openTCS is used for algorithm simulation. The processing methods when the node conflict and opposite conflict occur in multi-AGV is simulated. The results show that the path planning algorithm to the multi-AGV system is effective and reliable. It provides a valuable reference for the actual application of AGV.
